Abstract. In this note we construct a diffeomorphism / such that / has no C°-ß-explosion but/2 has Q-explosion.
The purpose of this note is to give an example of a diffeomorphism / on a 2-sphere S2 such that / has no C°-ß-explosion but f2 has ß-explosion. As noted below, this is accomplished by finding a diffeomorphism / without C°-ß-explosion for which ß(/) ¥= ß(/2).
Before proceeding to construct the example, we shall make a few observations on the iterations of diffeomorphisms without C°-ß-explosions:
A point x E S2 is said to be a chain recurrent point of / if for any £ > 0 there exists a sequence (x0, . . . , xn) of points on S2 with x0 = xn = x and d(f(x¡), x/+1) < e where d is a metric on S2 (cf. [1] ). We denote the sets of chain recurrent points and non wandering points of /by *3l(/) and ß(/) respectively. Hence for our purpose, it is sufficient to construct a diffeomorphism / on S2 such that/has no C°-ß-explosion and ß(/) ^ ß(/2), i.e., 9l(/) = ß(/) i= ß(/2).
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The construction. At first we take a diffeomorphism/' on S2 to be the time one map of the flow xp, on S2 as pictured in Figures 1 and 2 . Here Figures 1 and 2 show the flow ipt on the upper and the lower hemispheres, H + and H ~ respectively, and S ' is the equator, 0 and 0' are the north and the south poles respectively, and A' is the antipodal point of A.
For f, there are two fixed points A and A', two fixed sources 0 and CV, and clearly S1 is an invariant set. Furthermore let/' satisfy that \9(f'(x))\ < \0(x)\ for any x E S2 -(Sx u 0 u 0') where 9(x) is the latitude of x (-it/2 < 9(x) < ir/2) and |(. . . )| is the absolute value of ( . . . ). We next show that <&(f) = ß(/) ^ ß(/2). Clearly 0, 0', A, A' E Q(f) (E fi(/2)). Let p G S1 -04 U v4'), F be a neighborhood of p and F+ = F n (H+ -Sl).
